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ABSTRACT

The Proton Induced X-Ray Emission (PIXE) technique has

become a pracÈical means for trace element analysis since 1968

and has come Ëo be accepted as a víable method for the

detection of several elenents simult.aneously to as good an

accuracy as a f ew parts per billion (ppb). It lras f irst

reported in 1-970 that a focussed beam of protons with a spot

size on the order of 3¡rn rvas produced at Harr¿eLl- to ernploy the

PIXE technique on a fine scale"

For severaL years now the UniversÍty of Manitoba splral

rldge cyclotron has been used for K X-ray PIXE analysLs, and

Èhe design for a nícro-PIXE facility is presente<l here.This

facility is presently under construction and r¿111 be on-line

late fn 1985. It is capable of producing a beam spot of 10 Jrm

diameter for the full range of proton energÍes produced by the

cyclotron, 20-50 MeV"

The technique of proton scaÈtering radiography has been

known for sone Èime, but its applications have been few and far

between. Recently this process bas been applied to the study

of barley grains in conjunctíon with the Department of Plant

Sciences at the Unlverslty of Manitoba, and the first results

are presented herein.
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The upgraded University of Manitoba Cyclotron Laboratory

is capable of producing deuËeron beams of up to 26 MeV.

However, Ehis bearn has quite a large energy spread, up to one

I'leV. Thus a single turn extraction system for deuÈerons has

been designed to produce deuterons of up to 15 MeV with

approximaÈely a 50 keV energy spread.

-Il-r-
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CHAPTER I

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTON ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE

FOR TRACE ELEMENT INVESTIGATION

r.l_ pRoToN TNDUCED X-RAY BMISSIOÌq (PIXE)

rf one considers the Bohr model of the atom, one posturates the

elecÈrons to be bound in discreËe shells about the nucleus by

electromagnetic interactíons, the populaÈion of these shells

being determined by the Paulí Exclusíon principle (Ti7s). The

various shells and subshells defíned by this theory are

ÍllusLrated in figure 1. Removing an electron from one of the

inner shells places the atom in an excited state. rn order to

rninimize the energy, an electron from one of the outer shelLs

vill drop dorvn Ëo fíll Èhe vacancy, fluorescing, or releasing

an X-ray photon of a well defined-wavelength in the process.

These transitions are labelled by the shel1 letter of the ffnal

stat.e of the decaying electron. As the shell strucÈure is

unique for each atom, the energy of the enitted X-ray

identifies not only Èhe transltion, buÈ also the elemenÈ in

question. These X-rays appear as distincÈ peaks on the X-ray
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continuum, their position, and thus

one to identify the element in which

(I^Io73 ) .

their wavelength,

the transitLon

allorving

occurred

Inner shell ionizatlon, as described above, requfres a

means of exciting the t.arget aÈom. This process nay f.nvoLve

prinary excÍtat,ion by charged particles or secondary exciËatLon

by some forrn of electromagneric radlatlon (wo73). The prxE

process falls uncler Èhe former category.
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ElecÈrons and protons are most commonly used in prfmary

excitation systems, although heavier Ícins are arso used (hlo73).

upon striking the target,, the bombar<llng particres undergo

several deceleraLing collísions which procluce X-rays fn a

contínuous spectrum called the bremsstrahl utr8 t or background.

By the following relatlonship (LaBl),

z2

M

22Te
2 (r-1)

where Z is the atomíc number of the targeÈ naËeriar and. z and M

are the charge and mass, respectívely, of the bornbarding

particle, the intenslty, r, of the background radfation ís
inversely proportional to the square of the nass of the

incomíng particLes. The intensíty of tì-re bremsstrahlung

produced by protons is thus far ress than that produced by

electrons sínc,e the proton mass ís approxinately two thousand

Ëimes greater Èhan that of the electron.

I{hereas an electron beam can interact with inner shell
electrons only through ínelastic collisions, proËon beams can

also remove electrons by means of another process. rf the

velocÍty of the proton Ís approxinately that of the inner shell
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electron, they raay temporarlly forn a neutral hydrogen atom

which essentiarly acts independently of the electron-s parent

aÈon. AlÈhough thls state is unstable, it generally does not

decay until the proton has carried the electron free of the

aÈom (LaBl).

PIXE is a non-destructive technique, providing

reproducibility of any given test results wlth any given

sample. The process is easily autornat.ed, all-owing for the

rapid analysis of a large number of sanples. Advantages shared

wÍth other forros of x-ray energy spectromeÈry include the ease

of identificaEion of x-ray spectra and the fact that nany

elenents of Èhe periodic table can be analyzed simultaneousl-y

r¡ith greaÈ precision. These factors, in additfon to the

above-nenÈioned advantage over el"ect.ron induced x-ray emission

technÍques indicate why the PIXE process has come to be

accepÈed as a povrerfuL means of trace el-ement analysis wlth

applícations in nany ffeLds (PrB5).
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I .2 },IICRO-PIXE

The PIXE technique is up to three orders of rnagnltude more

sensÍtive than electron índuced X-ray emission, partly due to

the reduced background (LaBl ). The advent of microbeams used

ln conjunction with this forn of analysis can improve the

detectlon lÍnit even further (Ca80) " It rvas firsE reported in

1970 thaE a focussed beam of protons r"rith a spot size of the

order of 3 ¡ro was produced aË Harwell (Co72) in order to use

the PIXE technique on a fine scal-e. Collimated microbeans wiÈh

spot sizes of several¡n have exisËed since 1953 (2i53) and

have been combined rüith PIXE techniques effectlvely (Co79).

Holever, desplÈe several notable advances, particularly in the

sli.t deslgn of Nobíling et al (No75), collímated microbeams,

when cornpared with focussed m'ícrobeamsr still exhlbit several

Ínherent disadvantages, not the least of which are the greatly

reduced beam currents and larger spot sizes. Both coLl-Ínated

and focussed microbeams are used and new micro-PIXE facil-ities

appear each year. Beam spot s|ze varíes from facility to

facllity and relates to the analysis being perforned (PrB5).
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I.3 POTENTIAL AI'PLICATIONS OF THE MANITOBA MICROPROBE

For several years nor¡ the university of Manitoba spirar ridge

cyclotron has been used for K x-ray prxE analysis (wi77). The

high energy of Ehe protons from this machfne (20 to 50 Mev)

does noË resÈrict the PïxE analysis to the study of the L

x-rays of rnedi.un and heavy-Z elemenEs. Due to the typical

energies of nicrobeam systems currenÈl-y on Line (of the order

of a few MeV), ít has only been possible to produce the L

x-rays of these elemenÈs. unfortunately, there Ís generally

considerable overlap in the x-ray spectra between these x-rays

and the K K-rays of lighter elements. This problem, as r+ell as

the higher background of these low energy machl-nes will be

bypassed by Èhe I'fanitoba microprobe, as one will be able to

study the relaÈively -clean- K x-ray spectra of these heavier

elements (PrBS). There Ís already a great demand for these

capabilities, both in further research already in progress

involving bulk PIXE analysis ancl ín emerging fields.

Down-s Syndrone can result from trisomy 21, or a damaged

chromosome. Recently, the Department of Hu¡nan Ecology at t.he

universlty of }fanitoba has been rsorking with us to study the

relevance of trace elernents in the haír of Down's syndrome

children. ilair samples from j.nfants ¡.rith the syndrome and from
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normally-developing children have been subjected to bulk prxE

analysís. rndicaÈíons were found that behavioral symptoms of

Down's syndrome are related to cerÈain trace element levels,

most especially with respect to zlnc (BaB2). whereas further

bulk PrxE analysis is also calred for, micro-prxE will allow

the trace element distributions to be followed along the lengËh

of eíther a child-s or a mother-s halr in order to observe

correlatLons between changÍ.ng nutrítion levels in the nother

and the elemental eomposÍtion of hair fron the Down-s syndrome

infanEs.

7o7" of. the worrd-s cesiun supply is located fn Manitoba.

rt is anticipated that there will be a great interesE in nining

this eLenent in Èhe near future. However, little was known

prior to 1978 of Èhe distribution of cesium within the body

(Mcsl). studies have been carrÍed out in conjunctíon with the

Department of Therapeutics and pharmacology at this unl-versiEy

of rnice injected wlth various doses of cscl. samples from

certain organs such as the heart., líver and brain are then

prepared and analysed for cesium content. Absolute

deterninations are made by doping samples with known amounts of

dysprosium (McB1 ). rt is, however, sometimes desÍrable to

stucly the variation in uptake of cesíum across and. through an

organ such as the heart. This procedure, which will be

possible r¿ith the rúcroprobe, relates to both diagnosís and
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therapy.

A ne\r study, also involving cesium, concerns Èhe

preferenÈial absorption of that elenenË by tunors as opposerl to

healthy cel1s. There has been sufficient indicaÈion of thts to

use Cs as a Èracer in tumors 1n mice. Appllcation of the

microprobe at a cellular level here woultl be useful- fn

examining detailed uptake of cesium. A greaÈer understanding

of the blood flow Ín the tumor could be gained. Tumors raptdly

outgrow their blood supply and as a result the centre is often

left without oxygen, but, survives nonetheless. As the cesfum

can on1-y reach the tumor from the bloodstream, an analysis of

Èhe cesium content in a tumor could give some indicatÍon of the

efflcfency of the blood transportation system (lfc83).

As the conditlons of crystaLlÍzation change for some given

mineral , the compositl-on o.e thaÈ mineral changes with crystal

growth. Thus, bound Ínto Èhe structure of a rnineral ís the

history of its formaËÍon (HaB4).

It has been possible for some tlme to observe the changes

in bulk elements using electron probes. Until now, however,

there has been no means of deterníning the behaviour of Ërace

elements in these crystals. One had t.o accepË either the

relatLvely poor resolution of the Si(Li) detector or the low

efficiency of the crystal spectrometer in observing the L
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x-rays of these elements which largely consfst of the rare

earths (ca8O, LeB2, LeB4, PrB5). The Manitoba mícroprobe will
allow the observation of the K x-rays of these elements, thus

províding improved identificaËion of the peaks, much better

resolution and hopefuJ-ly lower background.
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I.4 DESIGN OF THE }.I{NITOBA MICROPROtsE

The uníversity of lfanitoba lÍicroprobe Facility has been

designed in tr¿o stages: collination and focussing. The flnal
bea¡n 1Íne and correspondfng bearn profiLe are depicted in figure

2"

collÍination begins r.s-ith a sinple lnm water-cooled brass

collimator mounted on the beam líne to cut off nuch of the

excess bearn. Dor.mline from this are two orthogonal sets of

collimaEors, each consÍsting of a pair of waÈer-cool-ed sllts
vith a 70¡rrn gap.

The second phase of the microprobe will focus the beam on

target using four quadrupole magnets arranged in the

configuraËion called the "Russian Quadruplet" of Dymníkov et aL

(Dy65), wherein the inner palr and the outer pair of magnets

each have the same pole tip magnetic fíeld strength.

This arrangement is capabLe of producíng a beam spot of t0

,¡r!0 for the ful1 range of proton energies produced by the

cyclotron, 20 to 50 MeV"
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I.5 COLLI}f.A,TION

The four configurations considered for the two 70¡nn collimators

are illustraEed in figure 3. These four collimat,ors were made

and tested to determine which configuration nininÍzed

scaÈtering of protons from the edges of the slits. The slÍts

$rere tesÈed aÈ a 1 mm gap width, this separation being measured

by means of a travelling microscope. The analysis was done on

-C--line in the cyclotron l-aboratory, as shown ln figure 4, the

experimental arrangement Ís shown in figure 5.
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2 O2I m CYCLOTROI creen 2

m

Slits

X-Ray

De tec tor

Indium lrlire

7"919 m

Scanning Apparatus
7 "4 4m

Screen 5

"i;Fara cup

/
Figure j5: Experimental arrangement for slit scattering Run
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I.5.1 Optics

Parallel beam optics were required for the slít scattering

experiment in order to nlni¡nize the divergence of the beam. In

order t.o achieve this, the l¡eam was flrst focussed on screen 2

(see fÍgure 5), and then the bearn was focussed on screen 5

using only the magnetic quadrupol-e sfngleÈs Q5 and Q6. For

either of these quadrupoles, the reLatlonshtp ilLustraËed in

figure 6 appl-ies to their respective focal plane. For srnall

values of ct and Ú .

(r-2)ú ! n/&t

giving

cherefore,

8 -t ! n/ $,rl

9 ! n/ ï/Lt L/L2)+

(r-3)

(.J-4)

(r-s)âlq =Hr"/) =rn/n, 'n/',

r.n/rr= (r+LI/L2)-L (r-6)
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where H refers to the pole tip magnetic field strength ancl I is

the current. in the magnet coils that procluces Lhls field for a

parallel (p) or focussed (f) beam, as indicatecl by the

subscript.

It was calculated that the factors (b/ff ) by r¡hich rhe

currents ín the coÍls required to produce a focussed beam on

screen 5 had to be reduced in order to produce a parallel beam

are 0.7967 for Q5 and 0,75IO for Q6.
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Paral I e I
Beam Edge

creen 5Scre
-,/-_- -¿\ Ll L2

Quadrupole

Figure 6z Schematic and optics of SIit Scattering Run
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I.5.2 Detection System

The deÈectíon system consisted of a l. mm thick indium wlre

mounted vertically (parallel to the slits). rndiuu was used

because of iÈs large prxE cross-sectlon. This wire rvas then

scanned across Èhe beam at regular intervals, Lhe prxE emission

beíng recorded by an int,rinsic germaníum x-ray deteetor. A

window r¡ras established which r¡ras centred on the K line of

indium, and the ratio of the counts in this wÍndow to the

cunulative stripping foil charge r¡ras recorcled as a function of

posltion" The electronics for the experiment are shor¡n

schenatícally ín fÍgure 7.
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I .5 .3 Result s

Two runs r¡rere carried out with each slit, one at,35 }fev and one

at 22.9 Mev. The results of these tr^ro runs are show¡ in

figures B and 9. They show that collimator 4 has the least

sI1t edge scaEtering, followerl by collinators 3, 1 and z in
that order' rt was also observed that Ëhe performance of alL

the slits was improved at the higher energy.
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I.5.4 Final Collimator Design

A r.rat,er-cooLed collinator unl-t has been designed, constructed

and tested usÍng the slit design due to Nobiling (No75). The

collímaÈor tras nickel. A schematic of the first stage of the

microprobe is shown iir figure 10. Two such unit,s are now ready

to be used in the microprobe facílit,y.
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I.6 FOCUSSING

A cross-sectlon of the design of the nagnets used ln the second

sÈage of the microprobe is shown in figure 11. liach nagnet has

a 5.08 cm gap r¡idth fron pole tip Èo poLe típ, to an accuracy

of 25 ¡:m. 220 turns of. Il4" útater cool-ed copper wire encf.rcle

eaeh pole piece. The pole pieces themselves are made of Armco

steel, which the CRC Handbook oi Chemistry and Physics (56th

edition) states has simÍlar propertles to 45 pernalloy,

including very low hysteresis loss. Armco steel also has very

1ow residual magnetic fields (OhB4).

The pole típs are circular approximatíons to the

hyperbolic pole Èips require<l to produce an Ldeal quadrupole

field. The curvature of Èhe pole tips ltas selected so as Èo

minímfze the spherical- aberratlon.

The stand al-lorvs for correct posltlonirtg of each nagnet

along Ëhe optical axis" All four magneÈs will- be mounted on a

4' by B- isolation Èable to ltinimize movement due to exÈernal

vibrations.

Currently, one of the

cornpleted and is befng wound.

nearing completion.

quadrupole magnets has been

The renaining three magnets are
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I.7 SU}ßIARY

Recently proton nicroprobes have shown promise in light element

analysis at very low concentrations. I^Lith ttre advent of high

energy microbeams nany new avenues have opened up for Ehe study

of trace concentrations of mediun and high-Z elenents. A

target chamber currenLly being desLgned for use with the

Manitoba rnicroprobe r,¡il1 retain considerable flexibility for

future rnodifications, such as complementing the currently

available fnErínsic germanÍum detector with a si(Li) detector

and a crystal spectrometer. rt is clear from l-ooking at, the

past several years that flexibility in any microprobe facility

is essential because of Èhe diversiÈy of its possible

applicatíons (1r85).
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CHAPÎER II

PROTON SCATTERING RÆ)IOGRAPHY

II.1 INTRODUCTION

In the nineteen-fiftles, phoÈographic filns Ìvere used ín

accelerator laboratories to locate the posiELon of a particle

beam" A decade later Koehler suggested three methods for the

use of films in produci.ng proton radiographs (iüe75).

The roost basic process relles upon the fact that tf an

object of a thickness greater than Ëhe range of the incident

protons is placed in front of a photographfc fil-m, a shadow ín

the shape of the object will appear on the developed film.

The second rnethod produces shaded radiographs of objects

whose thickness ís less than the range of the bombarding

particles, much akin to X-radiographs. This is due to the fact

thaÈ some fractÍon of the particles wil-l undergo an exponentÍal

absorptíon with increasing ÊhÍckness.
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Consíderable research has been conducted Ínto a process

known as uarginal range radiography. ït was observed thaÈ the

proton flux decreases rapidly r.rith small changes ín the

t.hickness of a target, whose thickness is near Èhe range of the

bombarding particles ín that particular substance. Thus ff a

filn r./as ptaced next to such an object being irradfated one

could detect changes of the order of O.051l of the total

Èhickness of the object (We7Z,Ko6B).

From his studies, Koehler oL¡served that proton radiography

is insensit,ive to variatlons in the chemical compositlon r¿1Èhin

the target and thaL it in facL records changes in density in a

sample (Ko6S). Recent developnents in t his field have been

nade by Stéward who st,udied soft tissue samples by means of

marginal range proton radiography. Ster¡arcl noted that heavy

ions are better suited to t,he ínaging of soft tissues than are

X-rays (St79) 
"

I¡ 1972 l{est and Sherwoocl made a rnajor development in the

field of proton scaÈtering radiography.

A thin object is placed so as to bloclc a part of an

incoming parallel proton bearn and a fil¡n is posiÈioned so as to

intercept both the direct beam and the -shadow- beam scatËered

by the object. Processing of the film after írradiation shows

that all areas away from the edge of the object, either in
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shadow or directly illuroinated, are uniformly exposed with an

intensÍty re. Protons that pass through the object are

scaÈttered, Lhe tt.! effect befng that the average intensÍty

within the shadow region Ís the same as in the dírectly

illurninated region, this ínteusiLy belng ro, At the edge

itself, half of the nornal- area from which the scaÈterlng would

occur is noÈ bl_ocked by the object and so one gets

approximately half of the normal intensity (0.5 Ir). Just,

outside Èhe edge one has not, only the direct (unscattered)

proÈon flux, but also an increase in flux clue to protons

scattered from just lnside the edge. Thus the intensity

íncreases to approxirnately 1.5 r9. These two varlations are

seen as light and dark LÍnes which are easily detected sÍnce

the difference in intensity, a r, between these two bands is on

the order of 16. This process fs shown in figure LZ (We7Z)"

Thus, Èhe outstanding feature of proton scattering

radiography ls that, while an x-radiograph has different

shadings corresponding to different Èhicknesses, proÈon

scattering radiography shows outllnes of objects at sudden

discontínuiËies in thickness, even 1f such a discont.inuÍty is

blocked by another part of the obJect.
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The relaxation length of the íntensity discontinuity,a r,
depends upon the dlstance of the filn from the edge and upon

the average (root mean square) projected scattering angle 0r,

glven by

(Is/pcB) ft/x) å (rr-1)

for slngly charged particles (we7z), where p is the momenÈum of

the particle in Mev/c, t is the thlckness of the material

comprislng the edge and x is Èhe radiation length of the

material for protons corresponding to the momentum p.

rf the film is a distance I behind the edge, one observes

that the ínÈensiËy discontinuity is clearl-y vfsibLe for I g, )
0.05 nn and that Ít can be observed through enlargemenÈ for

values of 1 9, as much as five tÍnes smaller than this mÍnimum.

However, the discontinuÍty inexplicably dfsappears for 1 g,

smaller than this (I.fe72).

Eclge enhancement such as described above is atcainable

with x-rays íf the radlograph is recorded on a charged seleníum

plare" DusEf-ng the plate Ì,rith a fine powder shows the modifled

charge dlstribution. This process is knorm as xero-radlography

es
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and is used wldely for xeronammography (WeZS). However, this

edge pattern is characterlsÈ,ic of the recording device and not

of the process itsel-f .

Proton scatterlng radlography does not suffer from some of

the drawbacks of X-radlography, such as exEreme sensitivity to

such factors as the energy, material and exposure. An easily

attalnable change in thickness detection linÍt of I to 27"

compares favorably with X-radiography (I{e75). Proton

scaEtering radiography, and Èo a lesser exÈent

xero-radiography, illustrate spherical and cyllndrical edges

rciÈh other detail ÈhaÈ X-radlographs cannoÈ. They can also

show muscle and tissue detaíl largely unseen in X-radiographs

(we75).

Rest.rlcÈions on the proeess lnclude Ëhe above-mentioned

linit to 1 0r . Also, for very Large I and for 1or¿ proton

energies, Èhe dark and f-ight bands tend to broaden, resultLng

in the Loss of much of the surrounding detail (We75) 
"
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II.2 THN BARI,EY GMIN

Barley gralns subjected to hydrostaÈÍc pressures sirnil-ar to

those that they experience during the production of malt were

observed to suffer a reductíon in their respiratory actlvlty

and germination rate" This was apparenÈly caused by water

being forced into t,he embryos by the pressure, although no

evid.ence for this was found on the surface of the grain. Thls

matter is of considerable concern as roalting processes

generally take place in deep vats, exposing the grains to

hydrostatic pressures of up to 200 kPa. The result of these

effecLs ís a general reduction ín the yield of nalÈ (ThB4).

In Èhe process of studying the hydrostatic pressure

effects in steeped barley relating to ürater sensitivity, G.D.

Thraves and W. I.Ioodbury of the Department of PlanÈ Sciences at

the University of }tanítoba approached the cyclotron laborâtory

for assistance.

There is a structure at the ttp of the barley graín that

is believed to be a factor in the above-mentione,il process. It

is not possible to physical-ly determine the structure of this

coxapartment within the seed as it collapses when the graÍn fs

dissected (I^IoB4). It was hoped that the internal sÈructure

could be determined by means of proton radiography.
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II.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The proton radiography was conducted on beam-line D as shown in

figure 4. The apparatus consisted essentially of a nnocllfied 35

mm camera which was placed in the beam line. The grains r,rere

mounted on Ëhe face of the camera and were seperated from the

fÍlm itself by only a thin aluminum plate. Thus, -contact

radiographs-, akln Ëo the contact prínt.s that one produees of

photographic negatives, are produced.

The experimental arrangement ís illustrated in fígure 13.

An experimental cube placed in the beam líne Ís open to air.

Kapton r¿indows seal the vacuun in the beam pipe on elther sfde

of the cube. The camera is then placed in the cube to be

illurninated.

Several types of films and papers were used for exposure

to the proton beam and printing of the negatives, respecÈively.

The best resulÈs and greatest deÈail were obtained urith Kodak

Tech-Pan filn and medlum weight, glossy Kodabrone II RC paper

wlth extra-hard contrast (F4). Kodak ìficrodol--X developer, a

f íne-grain developer, rìras used to process the f rradÍated

negaÈíve to enhance the detall. Sanples of the results are

shor¿n ln figure 14. The outllne of the grains can be seen

fairly readily and some lnternal deÈall ís dlscernable.
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CYCLOTRON

KAPTON VüINDOVT

BAFJ,EY GRAINS

C.AMERA

EXPERT¡4ENTAL CUBE

I(APTON WINDOVI

$
BEAM DUMP

Figure 13: Experimental Arrangement for Proton Radiography Experiment

on tÐt Line

r
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Figure 14: Proton Radiograph of Barley Tips
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IT.4 SUMI'ÍARY

rË has been shown thaÈ proÈon scattering radiography can be

conducted at the university of Manitoba cyclotron Laboratory.

Although further resoluÈion is desired, the process Ítself has

been proven. rmprovements may resulË from the use of

specialized films designed for radiographic strrdies and from

Ëhe construction of a rnodified, automated target systen to

replace the camera currently in use.
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CITAPTER III

DESIGN OF A SEPARATED TURN EXTP,ACTIO}¡ SYSTEM

FOR DEUTEP.ONS

III.l INTRODUCTION

Duríng the acceleration of any given -bunch- of deuterons in a

cyclotron, the parÈicles being accelerated experlence an energy

spread as they do not all follow Èhe reference ray, Èhe optic

axis. Those part,icles that arrive ahead or behind the

reference partÍcle with respect Èo Èime wilL gain different

amounts of energy from the accelerating raclio frequency (rf)

fÍeld.

As a particl-e is accelerated, the volËage gain per turn

depends upon the exact phase of the partlcle relative to the

radio frequency accelerating voltage, and as a result, the

dlfferent componenÈs of a single beam bunch will gaín different

amounts of energy as they are accelerated. I,lhen a particle

passes through an acceleraÈing gapr the radius of curvature

increases, resulting ín a corresponding dlsplacenent of the
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centre of curvaÈure of that partfcle-s trajectory. Thus, as

particles with differenL energies move along different radÍi,

the energy spread can be expressed Ín tenns of the centre

spread. By the Èí¡ne the bean is extracted, orbiÈs overlap each

other to Ehe extent that Ëhey cannot easily be distlnguished

(oh84) 
"

In order to reduce Èhe center spread, a two stage

separated t,urn extractlon sysEem has been designed for

deuËerons. The universlty of Manitoba cyclotron is now able Eo

provide deuÈeron beams with better than 50 kev resolut,Íon up to

an energy of 15 MeV. Above 15 MeV, sÍmulated single turn

extracË.ion ís no longer possible.

TfT.z STAGE 1 - COLLIMATORS

Two collímators are placecl so as Èo ÍnÈercept the first orbits

of the injected beam and stop those particles far removed fron

the reference ray.

In order to position these slits accurately and precisely,

and also to reuove them when not Ín use, some type of motor

drive is required. Since a conventional motor could be

disabled in the strong magnetic field of the cyclotron, and
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could in turn upset the carefully balanced nagnetic field, it

r{as suggested thaÈ a homopolar moLor (Figure 15) be used. Thís

is essentlally a non-magnetic rnetallÍc disk, knor¿n as a Faraday

dísk, p]-aced in a magnetLc field as shorm. Applying a currenL

across the radÍus of the disk causes the motor to revolve. The

hlgh revorutfons of thís !'araday disk are reduced by means of a

gear traín, whl-ch in the process increases the fÍnal torque

delivered to the collinator assernbly. The motion of the

collirnator is then determined by renotely adjusttng the current

that 1s applled across the disk. The collimators are most

effective when they are praced 90o apart in the plane of the

particles- moÈion (0h84) 
"
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Figure 15: Faraday ¡ s Disk
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150 Skimmer Probe

-F2
E4

I
-1

r3

MAIN STRIPPTNG FOIL

BOO (Back) Skimmer Probe

RF Cavity

Figure 16: Schematic of Seperated furn Extraction System for DeuÈerons
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III.3 STAGE II - SKIMMER PROBES

Although Èhe bearn is collirnated immediateLy after ínjecLion, it

can sÈil1 have a considerabre centre spread at, extraction.

Thus, it is neccessary to trim the bearn so that only a hlghly

resolved bearn (with respect to energy) encounters the stripping

foil. To accomplish this, one adds two specíall_y desígned

stripping foils, oE skimmer probes, to intercept the beam

during lÈs lasÈ orbit (the 130th turn for 15 IfeV D- ions) r ês

shown in figure 16.

15 MeV deut,erons are exÈract.ed at a radius of 35 cnr aË

which point the particles have gained approxlmateLy 138"6 keV

per turn. Thus the distance between Èhe last two orbits rAR,

is given by (0h84)

ôR=i;f;- (III-I)

and ís found to be approximately 1.6 mm.
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D ions which pass F2 rqithin 0.5 mm and pass through the

gap in Fl can reach the main stripping foi1, F3, and be

ext.racted. Therefore the center of curvature of the ions has

to be withÍn the linÍts ser by

r\f
- c ma>( = O.25 mn + 0.25 mm = 0.25 mm

2 2

Á a t*-* = -9.ä rnn - 0.25 mm = -0.25 mm

22

therefore

Ar = O"25 - 0.25 = 0.OO
2 2

For Ác r=0 ions,

Ar =0"25mmmax

A r =-Q.25mmmrn

E = 21.4 keV
max

E = -2I"4 keV
mr-n

This gives a final energy spread on the order of 50 keV.
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III.4 SKII'IMER PROBE DESIGN

F3 is the main stripplng foil currently used for normal

extract.ion of Èhe bean. Fl is actually a strlpping foil wíth a

0.5 nn slit in Èhe centre to permit passage of the beam of the

correcf energy.

The skimrner foil- F2 is atÈached Èo a probe arm mounted aÈ

15 to the rnain stripping foil probe and uses largely the same

design as the main stripping foil for remote angle and radius

positioning and readout,. However, Èhe típ has been redesigned

(Figure 17) to allow the foil Èo enter the cyclotron below the

median plane, and thus under the beam extracted by F4. The

foÍl nây then be raised remoÈely by means of the wire

indicated, which aLso allows one to read the current of the

beam intercepted by thís foil.

The back probe, upon whích is mounËed foil Fl, does not

require angular adjustment, although íts radius ís to be

adjusted with respect to the energy of the exËracted particles.

A sectional probe which enters fron behind the RF box, and

which w-itl be supported r,riÈhln this cavÍty, is to be adapted

for this purpose.
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Stripping Foil Current Readout
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Figure 17: 15o Probe Tip (Skimmer Probe)
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considerable additíonal shielding r+ill be required around

the areas of the machine receiving bean Èhat is removed by the

skinrner probes.

An advantage of this apparatus l-s that F2 nay be used in
the future for dual extracËion of either deuterons or prot,ons.

There are plans to t.ranemit this beam dor¿n a second beamlÍrre,

15 removed from the main bearnl-ine, directly into the vault.

This line can then be used for Èhe production oi radioisotopes

simultaneously r¡ith the conduct of a nuclear physics experlment

in one of the experimental areas.

The detailed designs for skimmer probes are currentLy

being drafted and the entlre sysËem for the seperaÈed turn

extracEion of deuterons should be on line and operatlonal rate

in 1985.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A high energy proton microbeam system has been designed,

consisElng of a series of collinators and nagnetlc quadrupole

lenses. The collinat.ors have been bui1t, the final design for

the slit faces being that fÍrst used by Nobiling. The four

quadrupole magnets will be used 1n the -Russían Quadruplet-

configuration of Dymnikov. They are currently under

construction and are to be conpleted laÈe in 1985.

Proton radiography has been invesÈigated for use as an

analytical tooL in research. Radiographs have been rnade of

barley grains in order to discern features of thefr internal-

structure. certain internal structure 1s visible, but further

clarification of deÈail is neecessary to prove the viability of

thÍs process. Such development,s are currenEly 1n progress.

The UnÍversity of Manitoba cyclotron has recenÈly been

rnodified to produce deuteron beams of up to 26 MeV. In order

to improve the quatiËy of thís beam, a sÍmulated single-Èurn

extracÈlon system has been proposed and is currenËly 1n various

stages of design and consËructLon. This system consists of tr¿o

collimators that Íntercept the first orbft of the beam and two

additional stripping foÍls thar skín the bean in its last orbit

before extracÈion" The resulting deuteron beams will have an
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energy resolut,ion of better than 50 kev up to an energy <¡f 15
:

I'feV.
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